Suppose L ⊂ T * M is an embedded Lagrangian submanifold (both L and M are oriented and the canonical projection L → M is nonsingular outside of a compact set).
Introduction and statement of main results
In this paper we consider singularities of the canonical Lagrangian (Legendrian) projection of a Lagrangian (Legendrian) submanifold of cotangent bundle (1-jet space) of a manifold. Our goal is to deform the submanifold by a Hamiltonian (contact) isotopy so that the singularities of the projection of the new submanifold are as simple as possible (i.e. all of them are at worse folds).
We start with the Lagrangian case. Let M be a smooth n-dimensional manifold and let L ⊂ T * M be an immersed Lagrangian submanifold. Throughout the paper we consider only oriented manifolds and vector bundles. We assume that n ≥ 2 . We also assume that if L is noncompact or if it has a boundary then the Lagrangian projection does not have critical points on L near the boundary and outside of some compact subset of L .
Notation agreement. For brevity a distribution on L will always stand for a field of n-dimensional Lagrangian planes on L in T * M . If N is a distribution on L we write N p for a fiber of N at p ∈ L .
Definition 0.1. We denote by V ert the distribution on L which associates to each point p ∈ L the tangent space at p to the fiber of the canonical projection π : T * M → M which contains p .
For a generic Σ 2 -nonsingular distribution N on L the points x ∈ L at which dim (N x ∩ T x L) > 0 form a smooth submanifold X ⊂ L (see e.g. [1] ). Definition 0.3. A Σ 2 -nonsingular distribution N on L is called a folddistribution if X (defined above) is a smooth submanifold of L and at any x ∈ X the line l = N x ∩ T x L is transversal to X .
The main result of this paper is the following theorem. Remark 0.1. The condition in part A becomes a necessary condition if we drop the word " Σ 2 -nonsingular " everywhere.
Part C of Theorem 1, in particular, disproves a conjecture by Yu.V.Chekanov ( [8] ) that for certain Lagrangian tori in R 4 the Lagrangian projection necessarily has at least 4 cuspidal points.
The proof of Theorem 1 also implies the following Example 0.1. Consider the following example due to V.Arnold, who calls it "Lagrangian collapse" (see [3] ). Let L be an embedded Lagrangian submanifold of T * (R 2 ) generated by the function f (q 1 , q 2 , ξ) = q 1 cosξ + q 2 sinξ defined on R 2 × S 1 . The question posed by V.Arnold ([3] , also see [6] ) is whether the caustic of Lagrangian projection of a (generic) Lagrangian submanifold Hamiltonian isotopic to L in T * (R 2 ) always has at least 4 cusps. Part B of Theorem 2 (as well as part C) gives a negative answer to this question. In Section 2 we will present an explicit sequence of surgeries on the singularities of the Lagrangian projection of L that eliminates all the cusps on the caustic.
The methods we use to prove the theorems originate from [9] . The general idea is as follows. Consider a homotopy {N t } connecting V ert in the class of Σ 2 -nonsingular distributions on L with a fold-distribution (see part A of Theorem 1). Each particular distribution N t is at some points tangent to L and this tangency can be of various degree of degeneracy (an accurate description of the structure of singularities of tangency is given by the notion of a chain -see Section 1). We follow the homotopy {N t } and see what kind of bifurcations happen to the singularities of tangency. Since we are working only with Σ 2 -nonsingular distributions we are able to classify typical bifurcations of these singularities: they can be, roughly speaking, of "birth" and "death" types (following the terminology from [9] we call them direct and inverse surgeries). By creating additional folds we decompose a "death"-type bifurcation into a product of "birth"-type ones and, thus, from the homotopy {N t } we obtain a "code" -a sequence of "birth"-type bifurcations (direct surgeries -see Section 1).
Then we consider the singularities of tangency of V ert to L and, given a "code", or a sequence of standard bifurcations (direct surgeries), we deform L in T * M in several steps so that the singularities of tangency of V ert to L change at each step according to the corresponding "prescribed" standard bifurcation (direct surgery) from the "code".
The sequence of standard bifurcations (direct surgeries) for the example of Lagrangian collapse (see above) is presented in Section 2.
The Legendrian case can be worked out by the same methods. The exact definitions and statements are as follows.
Let Λ n be an embedded Legendrian submanifold of the 1-jet space J 1 M n . The canonical Legendrian projection projects Λ onto M × R . One can also consider the projection Π : Theorem 1' in the case when dim Λ = 2 has been independently announced by P.Pushkar.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 1 we introduce the notions of a chain and a direct surgery which are our main tools for dealing with singularities of maps. In Section 2 we prove parts A and C of Theorem 1, in Section 3 we prove part B of Theorem 1, in Sections 4-7 we prove auxiliary statements necessary for the proofs of the theorems. In Section 8 we discuss the Legendrian case and comment on the proofs of Theorems 1'.
Chains and direct surgeries
In this section we recall some basic definitions from [9] . Let π : E n+N → W n be an oriented fiber bundle and let V n be an immersed submanifold of E n+N (n ≥ 2) . Let us assume for simplicity that the manifold E is equipped with some Riemannian metric. Definition 1.1. A chain V on V is the following object: 1) a sequence of submanifolds of V :
2) a sequence of vector fields v i , i = 2, . . . , k , where each v i is defined on V i \ V i+1 , is normal to V i−1 in V i−2 and cannot be extended (as such a normal vector field) to any subset C ⊂ V i which has a nontrivial intersection with V i+1 ; 3) a locally constant function v 1 on V 1 \V 2 which associates a number 1 or −1 to each connected component of V 1 \ V 2 in such a way that it cannot be extended (as such a function) to any subset C ⊂ V 1 which has a nontrivial intersection with V 2 . Definition 1.2. Two chains are called equivalent if one can be mapped into another by a diffeomorphism of V isotopic to the identity map.
Under certain conditions a chain can be transformed into another chain by a direct surgery along a disk D p . Definition 1.3. A basis of a direct (spherical) surgery of order s ≥ 1 and index p ≥ 0 is formed by a chain V and an embedding φ : D p × [−1, 1] → V s−1 (in the case of p = 0, s = n this embedding must be equipped with a pair of nonzero vectors ν 1 , ν 2 which are normal to V n−1 in V n−2 and which have opposite directions; we also assume in this case that φ( 
In other words, it means the following. We consider a (closed) tubular neighborhood T of φ(D p × 0) in V s−1 and present it as a product T =
Finally we smoothen the corners to get smooth manifolds V ′ s and V ′ s+1 . The vector fields v ′ i , i ≥ 2 , and the function V ′ 1 are defined as follows. Definition 1.5 (cf. [9] ). An
[9]). Let N be a generic Σ 2 -nonsingular N -dimensional plane field on V in E . Assume that either (I) E = T * M , W = M , V is an immersed Lagrangian submanifold of E and N is a field of Lagrangian planes (i.e. a distribution), or (II) E is a 1-dimensional fiber bundle over W .
We define a chain on V associated with N as follows. Consider a map µ s : R n → R n+N , s = 0, . . . , n given by the formula µ s (t 1 , ..., t n−1 , x) = (t 1 , . . . , t n−1 ,
Let us denote by L an N -dimensional vector bundle on R n+N formed by the kernels of the differential dπ , where π is a natural projection of R n+N = R n × R N on its coordinate subspace R n . Let us denote by σ s , s = 1, . . . , n , the unit vector in R n+N at 0 ∈ R n+N pointing at the positive direction of the axis t s−1 , if s > 1 , and at the negative direction of the axis x , if s = 1 . According to [11] (since N is generic) for each point m ∈ V there exists a neighborhood U of m in E , a diffeomorphism h : U → R n+N and an integer number s , s = 0, . . . , n , such that h(m) = 0 ∈ R n+N , h(V ∩ U ) = µ s (R n ) and dh maps N | U onto L .
Thus, for each point m ∈ M we have a correctly defined number. The closure of the set of points for which this number is equal to s is a smooth
is tangent to V s−2 and transversal to V s−1 . We define the vector v s at m to be a unit vector normal to V s−1 in V s−2 so that it defines the same coorientation of
If we are considering the case (II) and V has codimension 1 in E then V has a canonical coorientation in E and we assign to the point m a number 1 or −1 depending on whether the vector d(h −1 )(σ 1 ) determines the positive or the negative side of V in E . If we are considering the case (I) we observe that the plane T m V + N m has a canonical orientation because the manifold E is oriented and the vector d(h −1 )(σ 1 ) provides a canonical coorientation of the plane
We call this coorientation the first coorientation On the other hand, V 1 has another coorientation in V which does not depend on the orientations of E , V and W and which comes from the fact that V is a Lagrangian submanifold of E and N is a field of Lagrangian planes (see [5] ). We call this coorientation the second coorientation We associate to the point m a number 1 or −1 depending on whether the first and the second coorientations agree or not.
Thus, we have defined all the V i and v i we needed to get a chain on V and one easily checks that it is, indeed, a chain. Remark 1.1. Let us denote by V ert(E) the vector bundle on E which associates to each point p ∈ E the tangent space at p to the fiber of the projection π : E n+N → W n which contains p . Assume that V ert(E)| V is a Σ 2 -nonsingular plane field on V which fits in one of the cases (I) or (II) of the previous definition. Consider the chain on V ⊂ E associated with V ert(E)| V . Then in this chain V i \ V i+1 is the set of those points in V where π| V has Thom-Boardman singularity Σ 11 . . . 1 i times .
A notion of inverse surgery (a "death"-type bifurcation) can be defined in a spirit similar to the definition of a direct surgery (a "birth"-type bifurcation) (see [9] for details). 
Then there exists a natural diffeomorphism F between V and L . The diffeomorphism F maps the singularities of the natural projections P : V → M and π : L → M onto each other and, thus, induces a chain on V . We say that this chain is generated by f .
Similarly, if L is generated by a generating 1-form ω on M × K N one can define a chain on V ⊂ M × K N generated by ω . Remark 1.2. Assume that L is generated by a 1-form ω defined on an open subset of M × K 1 , where K 1 is a 1-dimensional manifold. Consider the chain V on V ⊂ M ×K 1 generated by ω . The diffeomorphism F from the previous definition induces on V an orientation from L . Consider the fiber bundle M × K → M . Since dim K = 1 we can define, according to Definition 1.6, a chain V 1 on V associated with V ert(M × K)| V . Then, for a suitable orientation on K , the chains V and V 1 coincide.
. . , n . The construction from Definition 1.6 implies that l has a canonical orientation (which depends on the orientation of K , provided that the orientations of M and V are fixed once and for all). At a point m ∈ V i \ V i+1 , i ≥ 2 , the vector v i (m) determines another orientation of l , which does not depend on the orientation of K and which may or may not agree with the previous orientation. Thus we can associate to the point m a number n(m) equal to 1 or −1 depending on whether the orientations of l at m we just have described agree or not.
For a suitable orientation of K and, accordingly, for a suitable choice of the first orientation of l the numbers n(m) obey the following rule for any m ∈ V i \ V i+1 : the first i + 1 derivatives of f along l vanish at m and the (i + 2)-nd derivative of f along the oriented line field l at m is positive if and only if n(m) is positive.
Remark 1.4.
A basis of a direct surgery for the chain on L associated with V ert in T * M induces a corresponding basis of a direct surgery for the chain on V generated by f (or by ω ).
where r = q 2 1 + q 2 2 and χ ε (r) is a function such that:
For a sufficiently small ε L ε is an embedded Lagrangian submanifold and
The chain on L ε generated by f ε is shown on Fig. 1 . It consists of a a circle of folds ( V 1 ) with four cusps on it ( V 2 ). The signs ( + or − ) attached to each connected component of V 1 \ V 2 on the pictures are the signs of v 1 on those components and the directions of the vector field v 2 are shown by arrows.
Proofs of parts A and C of Theorem 1
In this section we prove that a direct surgery can be realized by a Hamiltonian isotopy. We also prove that by a Hamiltonian isotopy we can create additional pairs of manifolds of folds with opposite signs in a neighborhood of a submanifold of L which is nonsingular for the Lagrangian projection. From these results we deduce parts A and C of Theorem 1.
We denote by B l r a standard l-dimensional ball of radius r . We will omit the lower index for unit balls. By B l r (x) we denote an l-dimensional ball of radius r with the center at x . By S(x, r) we denote a sphere of radius r with the center at x . Throughout the section L ⊂ T * M is assumed to be an embedded Lagrangian submanifold. Proposition 2.1. Let V be the chain on L associated with V ert and let V 1 be the result of a direct surgery of order s ,
The Hamiltonian isotopy h τ can be made arbitrarily C 0 -small . We will prove Proposition 2.1 in Section 3.
Example 2.1. Consider an embedded Lagrangian submanifold L in T * (R 2 ) generated by the function f (q 1 , q 2 , ξ) = q 1 cosξ + q 2 sinξ defined on R 2 × S 1 (as in Example 0.1). Consider first a deformation of L given by the deformation of f :
(as in Example 1.1). For ε close enough to 0 f ε generates an embedded Lagrangian submanifold L ε of T * (R 2 ) which is Hamiltonian isotopic to L (as in Example 1.1). This Hamiltonian isotopy is, of course, compactly supported and can be made arbitrarily C 0 -small by choosing a sufficiently small ε .
We take such an ε , consider the chain generated by f ε (see Example 1.1 and Fig. 1 ) and apply to it six subsequent direct surgeries as shown on After applying all six surgeries we get a chain in which there are three circles of folds with no cusps on them, i.e. after the surgery V 1 is a union of three circles and V 2 is empty. According to Proposition 2.1 such a chain corresponds to an embedded Lagrangian submanifold L 1 of T * (R 2 ) which is Hamiltonian isotopic to L and which projects on R 2 with only fold-type singularities.
The following Proposition allows us to create new folds and cusps necessary for our purposes. 
(IV) the chain generated by ω 1 is the union of V and of two We will prove Proposition 2.2 in Section 7.
Proof of part A of Theorem 1. Let {N t } be a deformation connecting V ert with N in the class of Σ 2 -nonsingular distributions on L in T * M . We apply Proposition 1.1 and get a sequence of direct and inverse surgeries, associated to {N t } .
If the result of an inverse surgery from the sequence is a chain which is not complete we can always make it complete by the following trick. Using Part (A2) of Proposition 2.2, we pick a point m ∈ L nonsingular for the Lagrangian projection create (by a C 0 -small Hamiltonian isotopy supported in a neighborhood of m ) a small (n − 1)-dimensional sphere S 1 of folds with an (n − 2)-dimensional sphere S 2 ⊂ S 1 of cusps in it. The chain V 1 formed by V and the new spheres S 1 and S 2 is complete. We can assume that the chain V 1 (and not V ) is the result of the inverse surgery. Hence using Proposition 1.2 we can decompose the inverse surgery into a product of direct surgeries and these direct surgeries will preserve the neighborhood of the interior sphere S 1 . After we have decomposed the inverse surgery we kill S 1 and S 2 using the same Hamiltonian isotopy by which we had created them.
Thus, we associate to {N t } a sequence of direct surgeries which transform the chain associated to V ert into a chain for which V i = ∅ for any i > 1 . Applying Proposition 2.1 we construct a sequence of arbitrarily C 0 -small Hamiltonian isotopies of L . The composition of those isotopies gives us the necessary Hamiltonian isotopy.
Proof of part C of Theorem 1. Let us fix an almost complex structure J on T * M tamed by the symplectic form Ω = d(pdq) (i.e. on any tangent space to T * M Ω(x, Jx) > 0 , Ω(Jx, Jy) = Ω(x, y) for any x , y ). Let us write N orm for the (oriented) Lagrangian vector bundle JT * L on L which is normal to L in T * M .
An outline of the proof. We construct an (oriented) fold-distribution N on L which is homotopic to V ert in the class of Σ 2 -nonsingular (oriented) distributions on L in T * M . Then we apply part A of Theorem 1.
To construct N we start with the distribution N = N orm (which has no singularities of tangency with L ) and then change it into another fold-distribution killing possible topological (cohomological) obstructions for the necessary homotopy between V ert and N . To change N we use the following tricks. Trick 1. We create additional circles of folds on L and then (if necessary) cut out some pieces of L containing one sphere from each pair.
Trick 2. In a small neighborhood of a point in L nonsingular for the Lagrangian projection we deform N orm in the class of Σ 2 -nonsingular distributions on L (except for one moment when we pass through a not Σ 2 -nonsingular distribution) into another fold-distribution which has two additional circles of folds of tangency to L .
For the resulting distributions (on the possibly modified manifold) the obstructions vanish and hence the necessary homotopy exists. Now we proceed to more formal statements. We observe that Lagrangian singularities of the type Σ 2 generically have codimension 3 (see [2] , [1] ). Hence, since dim L = 2 , we can assume that the singularities of the Lagrangian projection π : L → M form several smooth embedded mutually non-intersecting curves γ i of folds with some marked points on the curves corresponding to cusps. In the chain on L associated with V ert the curves γ i form a submanifold V 1 and the marked points form a submanifold V 2 .
Let us
i is zero. The Maslov class of L i is an element of the group H 1 (L i , ∂L i ) , so when we choose the sign of v 1 we just want the second coorientations of γ ′ i and γ i (see Definition 1.6) to be opposite. It is clear that there exists a tamed almost complex structure J on T * M such that N orm = JT * L coincides with V ert near the boundary of L i for any i . Indeed, the space of all tamed almost complex structures is contractible and the space of all almost complex structures J such that JT * L = V ert along L \ V 1 is also contractible. If we also assume that near T ′′ i the Lagrangian projection preserves the orientations then we can achieve that N orm and V ert coincide near the boundary of L i as oriented distributions.
Let Λ + 2 be the Grassmanian of oriented Lagrangian planes in R 4 . Consider the restriction of the tangent bundle to T * M on L i and consider an associated fiber bundle E → L i with the fiber Λ + 2 . Both N orm and V ert are sections of the fiber bundle E → L i . The Gaussian maps associating to each point of L i the corresponding (Lagrangian) tangent plane to L i at the point with two of its possible orientations are also some section
We want to find a homotopy between V ert and N orm as sections of E → L i . Let us first consider the obstructions to a homotopy between V ert and N orm as sections of E → L i . It is known (see e.g. [5] ) that Λ + 2 is homeomorphic to S 2 × S 1 . In particular,
We observe that Λ induces an isomorphism on the subgroup G ∼ = Z of π 2 (Λ + 2 \ {2 points}) generated by one of the spheres S 2 in the bouquet S 2 ∨ S 2 ∨ S 1 and the subgroup G ′ ∼ = Z generated by another S 2 is sent to zero. S 2 ∨ S 1 . Thus, there are two cohomological obstructions
to an extension of the homotopy between V ert and N orm as sections ofẼ → L i over the 2-skeleton of L i corresponding, resp., to the subgroups G and G ′ of π 2 (Λ + 2 \ {2 points}) . We are going use Trick 2 to change the distribution N orm so that c ′ 2 vanishes (possibly changing c 2 on the way) and then we use Trick 1 to make c 2 vanish (not changing c ′ 2 on the way). Let x ∈ L be a point nonsingular for the Lagrangian projection. Let us assume that near x the Lagrangian projection preserves the orientations (if there is no such point x then the Lagrangian projection must be nonsingular everywhere on L ). Then we may assume that a neighborhood of x T * M is a unit ball B 4 in the standard symplectic R 4 = T * R 2 with the symplectic form ω = dp ∧ dq , L ∩ B 4 = B 2 is the intersection of the zero section R 2 ⊂ R 4 with the standard B 4 and the distribution N orm is the cotangent bundle over L equipped with its canonical orientation. We also fix the standard Euclidean inner product on which is smooth outside of o + and o − and which has isolated singularities at o + and o − topologically equivalent to the conical Morse singularity of the surface {(x, y, z) ∈ R 3 | x 2 + y 2 − z 2 = 0} at zero.
The surface Σ subdivides a small neighborhood of o − (resp. o + ) into three connected components. One of them (a "big" one) has a common boundary with two others and contains the oriented Lagrangian planes which together with o − (resp. o + ) determine the positive orientation of R 4 given by the symplectic form ω . The "small" connected components which are the "interiors" of the two cones with a common vertex at o − (resp. o + ) contain the the oriented Lagrangian planes which together with o − (resp. o + ) determine the negative orientation of R 4 . Let us denote by U 1 and U 2 those "small" connected components for the case of o − . By our choice of x we may assume that the point N lies arbitrarily close to o − inside the component U A similar deformation can be considered also for a point x ∈ L such that the Lagrangian projection is nonsingular near x and reverses the orientation there and for o + instead of o − . Clearly, these deformations change the obstruction c ′ 2 by ±1 modulo a change of c 2 .
Remark 2.1. It is very easy to construct f t if we do not require f 1 to be a fold-distribution (see condition (5) above). Indeed, the singularities come from the intersection of the image of f 1 with the cone Σ and therefore the rank of such singularity cannot be greater than 1. As it was mentioned above, the singularities of tangency of a 2-dimensional distribution with a 2-dimensional manifold generically are only folds and cusps. So the main point of our construction is to check explicitly that there are no cusps among the singularities of tangency of f 1 with the manifold.
Construction of f t .
We consider a point in B 2 as a radius vector r . We denote by r the length of r For a point r ∈ B 2 , r ≥ 1/5 , let l be a line spanned by r in B 2 . The intersection of the ω-orthogonal complement of l in R 4 with the plane N is a line l 1 (r) . Let l 2 (r) be a line orthogonal to l 1 (r) in the plane N . The restriction of ω on the plane P (r) spanned by l and l 2 (r) is nondegenerate. Therefore P (r) can be canonically oriented. Let S τ be a linear symplectic isomorphism of R 4 which is a rotation by an angle τ on P (r) (counterclockwise with respect to the orientation of P (r) ) and which is identity on the ω-orthogonal complement of P (r) . There exists a correctly defined function τ (r) , 0 < |τ | < π , such that S τ (r) takes l 2 (r) into l . Let φ t (r) , 0 ≤ t ≤ 1/3 , 0 ≤ r ≤ 1 , be a function such that (1) for any t 0 ≤ φ t ≤ 1 + ǫ for some fixed small ǫ , and φ t (r) = 0 if r does not lie inside (1/5, 4/5) ; (2) there exists a moment t 0 such that for t < t 0 the equation φ t = 1 has no roots, for t = t 0 it has one double root, and for t > t 0 it has two simple roots.
It is clear from our constructions that the deformation g t (r) = S φt(r)·τ (r) (N ) , 0 ≤ t ≤ 1/3 , creates two circles of folds of tangency of g 1/3 to our Lagrangian submanifold L . Assume that these circles have radii 1/3 and 2/3 .
We want to shrink the interior circle to the point zero and then create it again passing at some moment through o − (and we do not want to create any cusps on the way). We realize this idea by the following construction.
For an r , r = 1/3 , consider the Lagrangian plane P ′ (r) = g(1/3) and the line l = P ′ (r) ∩ o , spanned by r . Consider ω-orthogonal complement of l in R 4 and in that subspace take an orthogonal (with respect to the Euclidean inner product) complement to l . This is a 2-dimensional subspace P ′′ (r) . The restriction of ω on P ′′ (r) is nondegenerate and determines an orientation on P ′′ (r) . Let S ′ τ (r) denote a linear symplectic isomorphism of R 4 which is a rotation by an angle τ on P ′′ (r) (counterclockwise with respect to the orientation of P ′′ (r) ) and which is identity on the ω-orthogonal complement of P ′′ (r) . There exists a correctly defined number τ 1 , 0 < |τ 1 | < π , such that S ′ τ 1 takes oriented Lagrangian plane P ′ (r) into o − for any r such that r = 1/3 .
We can define a smooth deformation h t : B 2 → Λ + 2 , 1/4 ≤ t ≤ 1 , which satisfies the following properties:
(1) h t ≡ g t for 1/4 ≤ t ≤ 1/3 ; (2) h t (r) = g t (r) for any t and any r such that r ≥ 1/3 + ǫ for some sufficiently small fixed ǫ < 1/3 ; (3) h t (0) = Γ(t) ; (4) on the circle of radius r = 2/3 − t , t = 2/3 , h t (r) = S ′ (2/3−t)·τ 1 (g 1/3 ( 1/3 2/3−t r)) ; (5) for any t h t (B 2 1/3+ǫ ) intersects Σ only along the circle of radius r = 2/3 − t .
Clearly, the deformations g t , 0 ≤ t ≤ 1/3 , and h t , 1/4 ≤ t ≤ 1 , combined together give us the necessary deformation f t , o ≤ t ≤ 1 . The construction of f t is finished.
Thus, we have changed N orm into another fold-distribution N so that for N the obstruction c ′ 2 vanishes. Now we proceed to the obstruction c 2 . Suppose that the obstruction c 2 = k = 0 . We take k points x 1 , . . . , x k ∈ L i , which are nonsingular for the Lagrangian projection and such that the Lagrangian projection reverses the orientation near each of them. Using part (a) of Proposition 2.2 or, of we wish, the method we used in the construction of f t above, we create several additional pairs of small (concentric) circles S(x j , ǫ) , S(x j , 2ǫ) , j = 1, . . . , k , of folds of the Lagrangian projection by a C 0 -small Hamiltonian isotopy of L i which is identical outside of an arbitrarily small neighborhood of the set {x 1 , . . . , x k } . The image of L i under the Hamiltonian isotopy will still be denoted by L i and we assume that V ert and N coincide near the boundary of L i and over the 1-skeleton of L i . Using Proposition 2.2 we arrange the signs of v 1 on S(x j , ǫ) , S(x j , 2ǫ) , j = 1, . . . , k , in such a way that if we delete all the balls B 2 3/2ǫ (x j ) , j = 1, . . . , k , from L i then on the new manifold L ′ i the obstruction c 2 vanishes. While changing c 2 we have not changed c ′ 2 , because, during all the deformations of L i we have made, the distribution V ert always stayed Σ 2 -nonsingular .
Thus, both obstructions now vanish and we get a homotopy between V ert and N in the class of Σ 2 -nonsingular distributions on L i in T * M . Applying Theorem 1 we find a C 0 -small Hamiltonian isotopy of L i after which all the singularities of the Lagrangian projection of L i higher than folds are disappear. This isotopy is identical near the boundary of L i . We can combine together all the Hamiltonian isotopies we have constructed for all L i to get the necessary Hamiltonian isotopy of the whole L . The following statement (Proposition 3.1) reduces Proposition 2.1 to a problem concerning deformation of a generating function. Then, working entirely in the context of generating functions and chains generated by them, we prove Theorem 2. Proof of part B of Theorem 1. Consider the chain V on V generated by ω . Consider also the line bundle V ert = V ert(M × K 1 ) V on V and let N orm be the normal line bundle on V in M × K 1 . According to Remark 1.2 we can assume that the chain V is associated with V ert .
The only obstruction for the line fields V ert and N orm to be homotopic (as oriented line fields on V in M × K 1 ) lies in the homotopy group π n (S n ) ∼ = Z . If L is noncompact or if it has a boundary we can assume that V ert and N orm already coincide near the boundary and outside of some compact subset of L and we look for a homotopy identical at those parts of L .
Suppose that the obstruction is equal to k = 0 . Then in the same way as we did in the proof of part C of Theorem 1 in Section 2 we get rid of the obstruction by creating additional pairs of small concentric spheres of folds on L and by cutting out small neighborhoods of the balls bounded by the interior spheres. On the resulting manifold the obstruction vanishes.
Formally we do the following. We take k points x 1 , . . . , x k ∈ V which are nonsingular for the projection P restricted on V and such that this projection reverses the orientations near each of the points. Using part (B) of Proposition 2.2 we find a C 0 -small deformation ω τ of ω such that
(ii) the chain generated by ω 1 on the submanifoldṼ ⊂ M × K N corresponding to L 1 is the union of V and several additional pairs of arbitrarily small (concentric) spheres S(x i , ǫ) , S(x i , 2ǫ) , i = 1, . . . , k , of folds of the projection P :Ṽ → M (the new submanifoldṼ coincides with V outside of a neighborhood of the set {x 1 , . . . , x k } ).
Using Proposition 2.2 we arrange the signs of v 1 on S(x i , ǫ) , S(x i , 2ǫ) , i = 1, . . . , k , in such a way that if we delete all the balls B 2 3/2ǫ (x i ) , i = 1, . . . , k , fromṼ then on the new manifoldṼ ′ the obstruction vanishes (by the same reasons as in the proof of part C of Theorem 1 we may assume that V ert and N orm coincide near the boundary ofṼ as oriented line fields). Hence V ert is homotopic to N orm as a line field on the new manifoldṼ ′ in M × K 1 . Let us denote the homotopy between V ert and N orm we have obtained by {N t } . Since any line field is a Σ 2 -nonsingular plane field we can apply Proposition 1.1 to the homotopy {N t } and, thus, we get a sequence of direct and inverse surgeries, corresponding to {N t } .
If the result of an inverse surgery from the sequence is a chain V ′ for which v 1 is globally positive (resp. negative), we use Proposition 2.2 to create two small (n − 1)-dimensional spheres S 1 , S 2 ( S 1 lies inside S 2 ) of folds of the projection P :Ṽ ′ → M onṼ ′ away from V ′ so that v 1 is positive on S 1 and negative on S 2 (resp. negative on S 1 and positive on S 2 ), while deforming L 1 by a C 0 -small Hamiltonian isotopy in T * M into a new Lagrangian submanifold which we still denote by L 1 . Let V 1 be the chain formed by V ′ and the new sphere S 2 . We can assume that it is V 1 and not V ′ which is the result of the inverse surgery. Hence we can decompose this inverse surgery into a product of direct surgeries using Proposition 1.2 and these direct surgeries preserve the neighborhood of the inner sphere S 1 .
Thus, we can associate to {N t } a sequence of direct surgeries which transform the chain generated by ω 1 onṼ ′ into another chain onṼ ′ for which V i = ∅ for any i > 1 . This implies that there is a sequence of direct surgeries transforming the chain generated by ω 1 onṼ into another chain onṼ for which V i = ∅ for any i > 1 . Applying Proposition 3.1 we construct a sequence of arbitrarily C 0 -small Hamiltonian isotopies of L 1 (which itself is already Hamiltonian isotopic to L by a C 0 -small isotopy) corresponding to those direct surgeries and the composition of these isotopies gives us the required Hamiltonian isotopy.
Proof of Proposition 3.1: auxiliary constructions and statements
We present a proof of Proposition 3.1 for the case p ≥ 1 . The case p = 0 can be done by similar methods.
The general outline of what we are going to do in this section is the following. We start with a neighborhood U of the disk D p in M × K N , then we write the function f in a normal form on a smaller neighborhood U ⊂ U and then we construct a deformation f τ of f which does not change f outside of U .
From now on let t = (t 1 , . . . , t s ) , y = (y 1 , . . . , y p ) , z = (z 1 , . . . , z n−s−p ) , ξ = (ξ 1 , . . . , ξ N ) ,ξ = (ξ 2 , . . . , ξ N ) . 
for an integer number k , 0 ≤ k ≤ N − 1 , and some functions λ 0 (y, z, t) , λ s+3 (y, z) , λ s+3 (y, z) > 0 on U , θ(y, z) =θ(y, z)/λ s+3 (y, z) , where a functionθ(y, z) satisfies the following conditions: 
We prove Lemma 4.1 in Section 6. ([11] , see also [1] ) for singularities of the type Σ 11...1 . A similar result was implicitly used in the proof of Proposition 3.8 in [9] . Now we can write explicitly the function f in a small neighborhood U of D p and our next step is to find a necessary C 1 -small deformation of f which changes f only inside U . For this purpose we need the following construction which takes the rest of this section.
Remark. Essentially Lemma 4.1 is about a parametric Morin normal form
First of all, let us use Lemma 4.1 and let us identify U with R n+N (so from now on we omit j everywhere). We can assume that U = B p × B n−s−p × B s ε 1 × B 1 ε 2 × B N −1 (for some ε 1 , ε 2 ). We can also assume that the function θ ≤ C on U for some positive constant C .
For any ǫ , 0 < ǫ < ε 2 , there exist a number δ(ǫ) > 0 , and an (open) ball 0 ∈ B s r(ǫ) , r(ǫ) < ε 1 , such that for any a , −δ ≤ a ≤ C , and any t ∈ B s r(ǫ) all critical points of a function
Then for any (y, z, t) ∈ B n−s R × B s r(ǫ) all the critical points of the function
, and let us define a family of functions θ τ :
with the following properties: 
ǫ/2 and using this we can easily find a family of functions g τ :
5 End of the proof of Proposition 3.1
Let us define f τ as f outside U and as g τ inside U . Clearly f τ satisfies conditions (i) and (iii) of Proposition 3.1. Taking a sufficiently small ǫ we can make the deformation f τ arbitrarily C 1 -small on U , so condition (iv) also holds. Let us check condition (ii). It follows from Lemma 4.1 and the construction of g τ that we only need to check that the chain generated by the function Ψ 1 on R n × R is obtained from the chain generated by the function Ψ 0 by a direct surgery along the disk D p , where
Then we, indeed, have the necessary surgery and therefore condition (ii) holds. Now let us check condition (v). Once again Lemma 4.1 and the construction of g τ imply that we only need to check that the function Ψ τ : R n ×R → R generates an embedded Lagrangian submanifold in T * R n . For any fixed (y, z, t) and any x j ∈ R (j = 1, 2) such that ∂Ψ τ /∂x(y, z, t, x j ) = 0 we have that
Then necessarily
Therefore the Lagrangian submanifold L ′ τ ⊂ T * M generated by f τ | U is embedded. This implies that the whole Lagrangian submanifold L τ generated by f τ is embedded since we are changing f by an (arbitrarily) C 1 -small deformation in an (arbitrarily) small neighborhood of D p . Thus, L τ is Lagrangian isotopic to L in the class of embedded Lagrangian submanifolds . Since this isotopy changes L only in a small neighborhood of a disk D p it does not change the periods of the canonical 1-form pdq on L . Hence
This finishes the proof of Proposition 3.1.
Proof of Lemma 4.1
First of all, let us observe that since p ≤ n − 1 we can assume that D p is transversal to the fibers of the projection P . Let us pick an arbitrary functionθ(y, z) that satisfies conditions (A1), (A2) of Lemma 4.1. Since D p is a part of a basis of the direct surgery it follows from Definitions 1.3, 1.6, 1.7, from Remark 1.3 and from the observation above that for an arbitrarily small neighborhood U (diffeomorphic to R n+N ) of D p in M × K N there exists a diffeomorphism j : R n+N → U which satisfies conditions (B1)-(B8) of Lemma 4.1. We call such a pair (U, j) a good chart. We call a (local) change of coordinates in a neighborhood of
Obviously a good change of coordinates maps a good chart into another good chart.
We break the proof of Lemma 4.1 into several steps (lemmas A-E). Lemma 4.1 immediately follows from Lemma E. 
where λ s+3 (y, z, t) = 0 for any (y, z, t) , and if (y, 0, 0, 0, 0) ∈ j −1 (∂D p ) then λ i (y, 0, 0) = 0 , i = 1, . . . , s + 2.
Lemma C. One can assume that in Lemma B
λ s+3 (y, z, t) ≡ ±1, λ s+2 (y, z, t) ≡ 0, λ i (y, z, 0) = 0, i = 1, . . . , s, and λ s+1 (y, z, 0) = 0 iff (y, z, 0, 0, 0) ∈ j −1 (∂D p ).
Lemma D. One can assume that in Lemma A
ϕ(y, z, t, ξ 1 ) = ±ξ
where λ s+1 (y, z) = 0 iff (y, z, 0, 0, 0) ∈ j −1 (∂D p ).
Lemma E. There exists a good chart (U, j) such that
In the proof of the lemmas we use parametric versions of "the Morse lemma with parameters" ( [2] , see also [1] ) and of the Tougeron theorem ( [12] , see also [1] ). The parametric versions can be proved along the lines of the proofs of the standard "nonparametric" ones (see [1] ). For example, the exact statement of the version of the Tougeron theorem that we need is as follows. From now on, given a good chart (U, j) , we identify R n+N and U = j(R n+N ).
Parametric Tougeron theorem. Suppose we have two families
Proof of Lemma A. For any point x = (y, z, t, ξ 1 , 0) ∈ V the corank of the second differential of the function f (y, z, t, ·, ·) : R× R N −1 → R at x is equal to 1 (because V ert(M ×K N ) is a Σ 2 -nonsingular plane field) and the kernel of its second differential is given by the axis ξ 1 in R × R N −1 . Therefore det ∂ 2 f /∂ξ i 1 ∂ξ i 2 (x) = 0 , i 1 , i 2 = 2, . . . , N , and thus, the signature of the second differential of the function f (y, z, t, ·, ·) : R × R N −1 → R is constant in a neighborhood of the disk D p ⊂ R n+N . By the parametric version of the "Morse lemma with parameters" there exists a good change of coordinates of the type (y, z, t, ξ 1 ,ξ) → (y, z, t, ξ 1 , S 2 (y, z, t, ξ 1 ,ξ)) which reduces f to the necessary form.
Proof of Lemma B. At any point x = (y, z, t,
. . , k + 1 , and ∂f k /∂ξ k+2 1 (x) = 0. A sufficiently small neighborhood of the disk D p intersects V i only if i ≤ s + 1 . Therefore for any point (y, z, t, 0,ξ) close enough to D p the Milnor number of the function f (y, z, t, ·,ξ) : R → R at zero is less or equal to s + 2 and hence the parametric version of the Tougeron theorem provides us with a good change of coordinates of the type (y, z, t, ξ 1 ,ξ) → (y, z, t, S 1 (y, z, t, ξ 1 ,ξ),ξ) , which reduces ϕ to the necessary form. Now it is evident that for any (y, 0, 0, 0, 0) ∈ ∂D p we have λ i (y, 0, 0) = 0 , i = 1, . . . , s + 2 , λ s+3 (y, 0, 0) = 0 . Moreover, the function λ s+3 does not change sign along ∂D p (for p > 1 this is obvious; for p = 1 it follows from the conditions c), d) of Definition 1.3 and from Remark 1.3). Therefore there exists a functionλ s+3 on a neighborhood of D p which does not vanish on that neighborhood and which coincides with λ s+3 on a neighborhood of ∂D p . Applying the parametric version of the Tougeron theorem once again by a good change of coordinates we can reduce ϕ to the form ( * ) but with the functionλ s+3 in the place of λ s+3 .
Proof of Lemma C. By a shift and a dilation of ξ 1 we obtain the first two conditions. The third condition follows from the fact that any point (y, z, 0, 0, 0) belongs to V s−1 . The last condition holds because the disk D p lies inside V s−1 and intersects V s+1 normally.
Proof of Lemma D. According to Lemma C we can assume that we already have a good chart for which ϕ(y, z, t, ξ 1 ) = ϕ 1 (y, z, t, ξ 1 ) + λ 0 (y, z, t), where
We also can assume that the original generating function f is generic (otherwise we could have C ∞ -slightly perturbed it at the very beginning). Therefore we can assume that for any x ∈ D p the mapping (y, z, t, ξ 1 ) → (y, z, t, ϕ 1 (y, z, t, ξ 1 ) :
is RL-stable at x (see [1] ). In this case, since according to Lemma C, ∂λ i /∂y j (y, z, 0) = 0, ∂λ i /∂z k (y, z, 0) = 0, i = 1, . . . , s, j = 1, . . . , p, k = 1, . . . , n − s − p, the theorem from [1] , ch. 9.5, implies that for the points (y, z, t, 0, 0) close enough to D p det ∂λ i (y, z, t)/∂t j = 0 (i, j = 1, . . . , s − 1).
So we can make a change of coordinates
in a neighborhood of D p so that the new chart is good and in the new coordinates
Applying the parametric version of the Tougeron theorem and using the fact that a good chart satisfies condition (B8) of Lemma 4.1 we can reduce ϕ 1 by a good change of coordinates to the following form:
where λ s+1 (y, z) = 0 iff (y, z, 0, 0, 0) ∈ V s+1 and λ s (y, z, t s ) = 0 iff t s = 0 . Since λ s (y, z, t s ) = 0 iff t s = 0 the function ∂λ s /∂t s does not change sign along D p . Therefore after a C ∞ -small perturbation of λ s (and thus, a C ∞ -small perturbation of our generating function f ) in a small neighborhood of D p we can achieve that ∂λ s /∂t s = 0 along D p . Then we can make the change of coordinates (y, z, t 1 , . . . , t s−1 , t s , ξ 1 ,ξ) → (y, z, t 1 , . . . , t s−1 , λ s (y, z, t), ξ 1 ,ξ) in a neighborhood of D p which would reduce ϕ to the necessary form.
Proof of Lemma E. One only needs to use Lemma D and to observe that 1) according to our construction and the previous lemmas the zero sets of the functionsθ and λ s+1 coincide; 2) according to the definition of a basis of a direct surgery the sign of the function ±λ s+3 must be the same as the sign of the function λ s+1 inside D p .
Proof of Proposition 2.2
We first prove part (A1). Part (A2) can be easily proved by the same technique as parts (A1) and (B).
Let
Given an ǫ ∈ (0, 1) and r 1 , r 2 , r 3 , r 4 , 0 < r 1 < r 2 < r 3 < r 4 < 1 , let t a (r) : R → R , −ǫ ≤ a ≤ 0 , be a (smooth) family of (smooth) functions which satisfies the following properties for any a :
(ii) t a (r) is a linear function on [r 2 , r 3 ] and t a (r 2 ) = 100a , t a (r 3 ) = −100a .
For a sufficiently small ǫ, r 1 , r 2 , r 3 , r 4 we can construct a family of functions f a : T × B n−k × B 1 → R , −ǫ ≤ a ≤ 0 , some balls B n−k r 5 , B n−k r 6 , r 4 < r 5 < r 6 < 1 , and B 1
, 0 < δ 1 < δ 2 < 1 , such that for any a , −ǫ ≤ a ≤ 0 , the following conditions hold:
the function f a is given by the formula Consider a smooth family ω τ of 1-forms on U L ×R given by the formula ω τ (y, b, ξ) = ω(y, b) + df −ǫτ (y, b, ξ) , 0 ≤ τ ≤ 1 , (y, b) ∈ U L , ξ ∈ R .
For any τ the form ω τ generates an embedded Lagrangian submanifold in T * M which (if we started with a sufficiently small ǫ ) coincides with L outside of an arbitrarily small neighborhood of T in T * M . Also one easily checks that ω 1 generates a Lagrangian submanifold L 1 ⊂ T * M such that the only singularities of the Lagrangian projection on L 1 ∩ U are two boundaries S 1 and S 2 of tubular neighborhoods of different radii of T in V and the signs of v 1 on S 1 and S 2 are different. If we change t a (r) to −t a (r) in our construction everything we said so far stays valid but the signs of v 1 on S 1 and S 2 change simultaneously and thus, we can always get a necessary combination of them.
It is not hard to see that the deformation ω τ gives us a Lagrangian isotopy L τ of L in T * M which is identity outside U . This Lagrangian isotopy is actually a Hamiltonian isotopy because we are changing ω by an exact 1-form and hence under our deformation the periods of the canonical 1-form pdq on L do not change. By an appropriate choice of ǫ, r 1 , r 2 , r 3 , r 4 the Hamiltonian isotopy can be made arbitrarily C 0 -small . The proof of the part (A1) is finished.
To prove the part B of Proposition 2.2 we observe that locally, near m , ω is exact and thus, we can assume that ω = dg on U . Using the Morse lemma with parameters we choose local coordinates (q, ξ) on U ⊂ M × K 1 in such a way that g(q, ξ) = h(q) ± ξ 2 for some function h . Let us assume for simplicity that g(q, ξ) = h(q)+ξ 2 on U and that in the local coordinates U = B n × B 1 . Then we take some small enough ǫ, r 1 , r 2 , r 3 , r 4 > 0 and consider a function f a on B n × B 1 that we constructed in the proof of the part (A1) for the case T = {pt} . We deform g using the following family of functions on U : g τ (q, ξ) = h(q) + f −ǫτ (q, ξ), 0 ≤ τ ≤ 1.
Obviously, g 0 = g and for any τ the function g τ coincides with g outside of a neighborhood of m in U . Therefore we can correctly define a (global) deformation ω τ as ω outside U and ω + dg τ inside U . Since locally each function g τ generates an embedded Lagrangian submanifold, each form ω τ generates (globally) an embedded Lagrangian submanifold in T * M which (if we started with a sufficiently small ǫ ) coincides with L outside of an arbitrarily small neighborhood of m in T * M . One easily checks that if L 1 ⊂ T * M is a Lagrangian submanifold generated by ω 1 the only new (compared to L ) singularities of the Lagrangian projection are two small (n − 1)-dimensional spheres S 1 and S 2 centered at m and the signs of v 1 on S 1 and S 2 are different. If we change t a (r) to −t a (r) in our construction everything we said so far stays valid but the signs of v 1 on S 1 and S 2 change simultaneously and thus, we can always get a necessary combination of them.
As in the proof of part (A1) we see that the deformation ω τ gives us a Lagrangian isotopy L τ of L in T * M which is identity outside U . Since we are changing ω locally, the periods of the canonical 1-form pdq on L do not change and the Lagrangian isotopy we have constructed is actually a Hamiltonian isotopy. By an appropriate choice of ǫ, r 1 , r 2 , r 3 , r 4 the Hamiltonian isotopy can be made arbitrarily C 0 -small . The proof of part B is finished.
The Legendrian case: proof of Theorem 1'
Let V be a chain on L associated with the distribution V ert(T * M ) . This chain induces a chain on Λ . We only have to find a C 0 -small Hamiltonian isotopy of L in T * M which makes V 2 = ∅ and which can be covered by a C 0 -small Legendrian isotopy in J 1 M . In order to do this we deal with V exactly in the same manner as we dealt with a chain of singularities of a Lagrangian projection. The only important remark is the following.
An analogue of the Giroux theorem holds in the Legendrian case (to prove it one needs to pass to the symplectization of J 1 M and to apply the usual Lagrangian version of the Giroux theorem there for a Lagrangian submanifold corresponding to the initial Legendrian submanifold of J 1 M ). A function generating Λ (or a part of it), of course, also generates L (or the corresponding part of it). Therefore, when we consider a function f generating a neighborhood of a disk in L we may assume that the same function f also generates a neighborhood of the corresponding covering disk in Λ . Our considerations in Section 5 show that since we change a generating function f by an arbitrarily C 1 -small deformation in a small neighborhood of a disk D p ⊂ L and since the Lagrangian submanifold L τ is embedded, the corresponding Legendrian submanifold Λ τ is also embedded. Thus, Λ is Legendrian isotopic to L τ and, hence, contact isotopic to it.
The same reasoning can be applied to carry over Proposition 2.2 for the Legendrian case. The rest of the proof of Theorem 1' can be done exactly in the same way as in the Lagrangian case. 
